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Tagore, pedagogy and contemporary visual cultures
Rational and Research Context:
The Tagore, pedagogy and contemporary visual cultures network brings together a group of leading international academics and visual arts practitioners to discuss and explore the legacy and continuing relevance of Indian poet and polymath Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) for contemporary art practice and visual culture. The group made up of artists, academics (both senior and early career researchers), curators and a political scientist, from Europe and India, have come together because they share an interest in exploring Tagore’s legacy and influence from different disciplinary backgrounds, often taking unorthodox approaches in order to think outside of the established conventions of Tagore scholarship.  This network offers new opportunities for cross-disciplinary research and proposes an original approach to Tagore scholarship.
If Tagore were alive today, many might consider him to be a curator, particularly as his interests prefigured the nature of interdisciplinary curating today (see O’Neill 2007; Rogoff, 2007; Obrist 2007; Phillips 2009; Lind 2010). As well as the poetry for which he is most well-known (Radice 1985, 1991; Dutta and Robinson 1996, 1997, 1998), Tagore was a political and agricultural reformist whose anti-colonial and pro-Dalit stance in the early decades of 20th Century Bengal brought him to widespread attention. He was also an educational reformist; it is this aspect of his work, particularly in the context of his development of art and pedagogy at the community and educational establishment at Santiniketan, that the network will seek to explore. It is precisely the experimental approach to the process of pedagogy, the openness to ideas of international modernism in the form of art, music and dance in relation to local and national traditions of craft and the natural environment that we seek to connect to contemporary visual culture in new ways, bringing disciplines together and connecting academic scholarship and artistic practice on Tagore to a new academic and non-academic public (see Watson, 2008).
Santiniketan as model
While Tagore the writer is the one that is the best known outside of India and the one most researched and exhibited (for example, Rabindranath Tagore: Poet and Painter, Victoria & Albert Museum London 2011), this network will look in particular at the interdisciplinary character of Tagore’s work, and how all the different strands come together in the context of the school, university and experimental community of Santiniketan. A unique experiment, Santiniketan was an early Twentieth Century hub of avant-garde art, craft, music, dance, literature, alternative pedagogy and rural development, founded on ecological principles, individual creativity and community that mixed progressive ideas with aspects of traditional Indian life such as the ‘forest school’ (tapovana) (Bharucha, 2006). Here a strand of Indian modernism was developed in a cosmopolitan milieu that attracted artists and intellectuals from all over the world in the context of a move towards decolonization (Bharucha, 2006; Enwesor, 2002).
The research network will take Santiniketan (which could be understood as Tagore’s greatest curatorial work) as a frame through which to discuss questions of cosmopolitanism, and on what terms this occurs, pedagogy and Tagore’s notion of a community of research, curating how artistic forms and concepts can produce an environment and a collective experience, and material culture, the objects and things that help develop and manifest an ideology and way of life in relation to the natural and social environment. 
Curatorial context:
Today, a number of major museums and galleries have hosted and curated exhibitions themed on education (for example, Disassembly, produced at North Westminster Community School and the Serpentine Gallery in 2006, or Manifesta 6 (Nicosia 2006), unitednationsplaza: exhibition as school (Berlin 2007). A long tradition exists in which artists have engaged with education as part of the form and content of their work (for instance Helio Oiticia, Lygia Pape, Suzanne Lacy, Raqs Media Collective, Ultra-red, Christian Philipp Muller, Jakob Jakobsen, etc.), and many exhibitions have turned over the site of the gallery or museum to temporary educational facilities (from the Artists Placement Group at The Hayward Gallery in 1971 to Assembly, Van Abbe Museum, Eindhoven, 2007, Free School, Art School UK, 2010; the Wide Open School, Hayward Gallery, 2012). Many artists and curators are highly influenced by alternative educational philosophies (as was evidenced in The Hayward/Serpentine conference Deschooling Society in 2010). This reflects a wider social and political interest in the UK, Europe and North America in alternative and informal schooling at community level. Building on this knowledge base of gallery and museum education and the social implications of community education, the Tagore, pedagogy and contemporary visual cultures network will attempt to practice Tagore’s ethos in a contemporary milieu by holding a number of network meetings in London and India, and developing an exhibition at Iniva, London, as a material, research-based and pedagogical tool. Tagore was known to champion decolonization and promote new forms of cosmopolitan modernism in India and also, to a degree, question the imperialising nature of higher academic structures at the time. Members of this network wish to pursue these concerns into contemporary culture, asking how Tagore’s philosophy might still be a tool of critical artistic and curatorial practice today.

Aims and objectives:
AIM 1: To connect a network of academic scholarship on Rabindanath Tagore to contemporary artistic and curatorial scholarship.
OBJECTIVES:
a.	bring together experts from different fields of Tagore scholarship (see People);
b.	develop shared languages and concerns across different disciplines through discussion and exemplification;
c.	record and analyze the difference between these approaches with a view to publication (see outcomes).
AIM 2: to examine in new ways the legacy of Tagore’s ideas in the field of interdisciplinary practice-based research.
OBJECTIVES:
a.	bring together artists and curators who have made work inspired by Tagore’s work to compare their research and outcomes;
b.	experiment with structures and forms of exhibition-making in relation to Tagore’s ideas (see exhibition supported by Iniva);
c.	hold a series of workshops on Tagore for postgraduate students from a number of HEIs (see partners);
d.	hold three public talks by network members on Tagore, education and contemporary art at Iniva during the exhibition.
AIM 3: To bring together scholarship on Tagore as a figure of Indian literature and politics with that of Tagore’s legacy as an educator and producer of knowledge through material engagement with the world around him.
OBJECTIVES:
a.	examine the form of Santinikatan as a model for alternative education;
b.	reflect on Tagore’s interest in craft and materiality in relation to contemporary art;
c.	examine the ways in which contemporary art and curating may develop new forms of educational practice inspired by Tagore’s legacy;
d.	discuss the implications of Tagore’s work in terms of the relationship between culture and the environment. 

Key speakers and participants
PI – Andrea Phillips: Reader in Fine Art and Director of Art Research programmes in Art and Curating, Goldsmiths; author and editor. Phillips’ books and articles focus on curating, pedagogy, politics and the public realm. 
Grant Watson: Senior Curator and Research Associate, Institute of International Visual Arts, Visiting Professor, Dutch Art Institute and PhD candidate, Department of Visual Cultures, Goldsmiths, London. Watson has researched modern and contemporary Indian art since 1998, starting with research into Tagore. 
Anshuman Dasgupta is a lecturer in History of Art at Visva Bharati University Santiniketan, who specialises in Indian Modernism. He is a PhD candidate in Curatorial Knowledge, Department of Visual Cultures, Goldsmiths, London. 
Rustom Bharucha is a writer and cultural critic based in Kolkata and at the School of Art and Aesthetics, JNU, New Delhi. He is author of books on cultural exchange and globalisation and founder and Project Director of the Desert Museum of Rajasthan. Natasha Ginwala is an independent curator and writer based in Amsterdam and India. Ginwala is engaged in researching Tagore’s initiative Sriniketan, centre for rural development near Santiniketan. 
The Otolith Group is an artist collective founded by Anjalika Sagar and Kodwo Eshun in 2002, that integrates art practice with curating, publishing and exploring the field between art, critical theory and international research. Otolith is currently exploring Tagore’s connections with Japan. Kodwo Eshun is a lecturer in the Visual Cultures Department at Goldsmiths College, London. 
Shanay Jhaveri is a film theorist and curator based in London and Mumbai. He is currently a PhD candidate at the Royal College of Art researching cosmopolitanism in modern and contemporary Indian culture. In particular he focuses on the non–Indian artists who contributed to the culture of Santiniketan.
Goshka Macuga is an artist based in London who makes installations which incorporate other artists’ work alongside a variety of disparate objects and archival material. In 2005 Macuga undertook research at Santiniketan which resulted in the work When was Modernism (2006) which featured elements from the campus including student’s work. 
Anna Boghiguian is an artist who lives in Egypt, Germany and India. Boghiguian spends up to four months each year living in Santiniketan and has made many series of drawings and photographs there. She is particularly interested in the domestic space of Tagore’s several houses on the campus. 
Shuddha Sengupta, trained in Sociology and filmmaking, is a member of Raqs Media Collective based in Delhi. In association with Sarai in the Centre for the Study for Developing Societies at Delhi University, the group have been responsible for the Cybermohalla project which sets up media labs in poor parts of Delhi, producing the Sarai Reader and overseeing the Distributed Research Network at Sarai. 
Gabrielle Schleijpen is Director of the Dutch Art Institute / MFA ArtEZ, (​http:​/​​/​dutchartinstitute.eu​/​program​/​about" \t "_self" \o "dai about us​) and Head of Programming/Curator in Chief at the Studium Generale Rietveld Academie (​http:​/​​/​www.gerritrietveldacademie.nl​/​en​/​studium-generale" \o "studium generale rietveld académie" \t "_blank​). Her pioneering and experimental educational programme is dedicated to the idea of cosmopolitanism, drawing a diverse group of international students for monthly workshops in Holland, India, Senegal, the USA and Russia.
Institutional partner: Institute of International Visual Art, London. The Institute of International Visual Art (Iniva), founded in 1994, produces exhibitions, publications, multimedia, education and research projects that engage with idea and debates in the contemporary visual arts which reflect the diversity of contemporary society and are dedicated to exploring questions around race, migration, internationalism and cultural difference. 
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